
'.6 refreshing new analysis of drug use that reveals how com-

mon misconceptions about illegal drugs are far too often not
based on empirical evidence. . . . Hart manages to add ro the

voluminous drug-abuse genre a radically new approach that is
thought-provoking and that will cerrainly stimulate contro-
versial opinions, especially among the drug-abuse rreatment

profession. He succeeds in presenting an interesting blend of
personal memoir with a critical analysis of why drugs and drug
users are shunned, the role racial policies have played in this
perception, and how these misperceptions have resulted in cur-
rent drug-fighting approaches he views as counterproducdve.
Hart's personal life experience adds credibility to this impor-
tant work on substance abuse that is essential for all university
libraries supporting treatment curriculum and treatment pro-
fessionals." -Library Journal (xarred review)

"Combining memoir, popular science, and public policy, Harr's
study lambasts cu'rrent drug laws as draconian and repressive,

arguing that they're based more on assumptions about race

and class than on a real understanding of the physiological and

societal effects of drugs. . . . His is a provocative clarion call for
students of sociology and policy-makers alike."

-Publisbers Weehly

"Perhaps nowhere has a voice been more resonant in a single

place than in Dr. Carl Hart's profoundly impacting new mem-

oir, High Price. .. . In a deeply personal tone, Dr. Hart (the

first black man to achieve tenure in the sciences at Columbia
University) describes what one might call an idiosyncratic parh
into academe." -Ebony.com
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CHAPTER 17

vDrug Po

on Fact,

Based

Fiction

fl o, are you saying that we should legalize hard drugs like

\cocaine, heroin, and methamphetamine?" The question

Ll*r, in response to the presentation that I had just given to a

group of white, aging New York City hipsters' They were fairly

*"ll educ"ted; you know, the NPR type' Some were even profes-

sionals such as neurologists, psychologists, and social workers'

All had come to a basement bar in Brooklyn to hear me speak at

their monthly "secret science club" meeting'

The room was dimly lit, smelled of alcohol, and filled to

capacity-several would-be attendees were turned away' Bod-

ies rubbed up against bodies like we were in a popular dance

club. Some even reeked of marijuana smoke' And as I stood on

the brightly lit stage-so bright that I had to wear sunglasses-I

couldn't help thinking back to my childhood when I was a DJ

spinning records in similar settings, excePt then, the audiences

li C
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It's time for America to get right.
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were all black. "I mean I totally agree that war on drugs has been
a huge failure. And I even support legalizing marijuana, but I,m
not in favor of legalizing the hard drugs," the atrractive thirty-
something woman wearing a public Enemy T_shirt conrinued.

I wasn't surprised by her question and comments. It wasn,t
the first time that one of my presenrations had been met with
skepticism or incredulity. And to be fair, I had jusr told this
audience, many of whom took great pride in their critical think_
ing skills, that they had been hoodwinked and miseducated for
much of their lives about what drugs do and don,t do. I used a
mounrain of scientific datarc call into question some of the pur_
ported damaging effects of the "hard drugs" on brain furr.tiorr-
ing. I explained that rhere has been an ongoing concerted effort
to oversrate the dangers of drugs like cocaine, heroin, and meth_
amphetamine. The primary players in rhis effort are scienrisrs,
law enforcemenr officials, politicians, and rhe media.

Vhile I acknowledged the potential for abuse and harm
caused by these drugs, I emphasized that there had been exren_
sive misinterpreration of the scientific evidence and considerable
hyping of anecdotal reports. This situation, I explained, has not
only wrongly stigmatized drug users and abusers; it has also led
to misguided policy making. Does this mean that druglegaliza_
tion is the only option available ro us when we reconsidei *h"r
drug policies should be in place? Of course not. Drug prohibi_
tion, the most prevalent currenr form of drug policy 

"nd 
drug

-lblalization are on opposire ends of the drug poti.y .onti'uu-.
There are multiple options in between.

One such option is. drug.decriminalization. Decrimin 
^liza_'tion is often confused with legarization. They are nor rhe same

thing. Here's the major difference: Under legalization, the sale,
acquisition, use, and possession of drugs are legal. Our current
policies regulating alcohol and tobacco, for rhose of legal age,
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are examples of drug legalization' Under dicriminalization' on

the other hand, the acquisition, use, and possession of drugs can

be punished by a citation much like traffic violations are. Mind

yo.r, drrrg, still are notlegal,but infractions do not lead to crimi-

.ral conrrictions-the one thing that has prevented so many from

obtaining employment, housing, governmental benefits' treat-

.n".tr, 
"nd 

so on. This is crucial when you consider this fact: each

year, more than 80 Percent of arrests in the Unite{ ?'i:t:. Pt
drug offenses involves only simple possession.r Sales of all illicit

drugs, however, remain criminal offenses under decriminaliza-

tion laws.

Drug decriminalization isn't a new concePt' In fact' a handful

of states, including California and Massachusetts, have decrimi-

nalized martjuana. Although the specifics vary from state to

state, in general the laws read something like this: any Person

caught with lers than an ounce of marijuana or smoking in pub-

lic is punishable by a civil fine of one hundred dollars. No state

has decrimi nalizedother illegal drugs' You might ask' why not?

\il(ell, before answering, it might be informative for us to look at

, tlre Portugal exPeriment.

Back in 2001, Portugal took the unprecedented step of decrim-
' inalizing l[ ill.g"t drugs. That's right, cocaine; heroin; meth-

amphetamine; 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA'

"k" ""rt"ry 
and molly); everything' Here's how it works there'

Acquisition, possession, and us-e of recreational drugs for

p..rorr"l use-defined as guantities up to a ten-day supply-are

.ro long., criminal offenses' pq"rs stopped by police and found

to have drugs are given the equivalent of a tra|fic ticket' rather

than being arrested and stigmatized with a criminal record'

The ticket requires them to aPPear before a local panel called

(in translation) the Qommission for Dissuasion of Drug Addic-

tion, typically consisting of a social worker, a medical profes-
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sional like i psychologist or psychiatrist, and alawyer.Note that
a police officer is not included.

_. Th,. panel is set up to address a potential health problem.
The idea is ro encourage users to honestly discuss th.i, drrrg
use with people who will serve as health experrs and advisers,
not adversaries. The person sirs at a table with the panel. If he
or she is not rhought ro have a drug problem, nothing furrher
is usually required, other than paymenr of a fine. Tr"atmerrt is
recommended for those who are found to have drug problems_
and referral for appropriate care is made. Still, treatment arten_
dance is not mandatory. Repeat offenders, however_fewer than
j0 percent of those sedn every yi^r_r^n receive noncriminal
punishments like suspension of their d?iver,s license or being
-U"T_"d 

flom 
1 

specific neighborhood known for drug sales.
How has decriminali zationbeen working ort fo.-th. people

of i;ortugal? Overall, they have increased spending on preven_
tion and treatment, and decreased spending fo. .ri_irr"l pros_
ecution and imprisonmenr. The number of Jrug-induced d."rh,
has dropped, as have overall rates of drug use, especially among
young people (15-24 years old). In g"neral, drrrg ,r. ,"t", ii
Portugal are similar, or slightly better, than in orf,., Eu.op""r,
Union countries.2 In other words, portugal,s 

"*p"ri_".rt lrith
decriminalization has been moder"t"ly r.r...rrf,.ri. No, ry_didrrtstop all illeqal drug use. Thar would have been 

"r, 
,rrr.""lrri.

expecrarion. Portuguese conrinue ro ger high, just like their
contemporaries and all human societies before them. But they
-don'r seem to have the problem of stigmatizing, margin alizing,
and incarceiating substantial proporr"ior* of rheir citizens for
minor drug violations. Together, rhese are some of the reasons
ihat I rhink decriminali zationshould be discussed as a potentiar
option in the Unired States.

"So, why isn't decriminalizarion of all illegal drugs given
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,t" t i
serious consideration in this country?" yelled a deceptively aged

inan standirrg ir, th" center of the room' The salt-and-pepper

hair and creases in his face suggested he was in his late forties

or early fifties, but his skinny jeans and Chuck Taylor Converse

sneakers implied he was much younger' I replied, "Of course'

the answer to this question will vary depending upon who is

being asked to address ir. And consideration of all of the pos-

sible answers is beyond the scope of this talk." In the preceding

pages, however, I have tried to provide the reader with informa-

iio' th"t can allow one to address this question in a more criti-

cal manner. Briefl5 we''re too afraid of these drugs and of what

we think they do. brr, 
"rrrr"nt 

drug policies are based largely

on fiction and miiinformation. Pharmacology-or actual drug

effects-plays less of a role when policies are devised' As such'

, ,ive have been bamboozled to believe that cocaine, heroin, meth-
-amphetamine' 

or some other drug du jour is so dangerous that
- 

".ty 
porr"rsion or use of it should not be tolerated and deserves

' 
to b" severely punished. Decriminalization is inconsistent with

. 
this misguided PersPective.

In order to begin a serious national discussion about decrim-

inalization, first,.the public will have to be reeducated about

drugs, separating the real Potential dangers from monstrous or

,"l""iorls fable. Vhile I hope this book is a significant steP in

that direction, others (for example, scientists and public health

officials) will also be needed in our reeducation efforts. And

given how entrenched some d-rug myths are' one should not
'."p.., 

change ro occur within a short period. This will engen-

der considerable disappointment and frustration' I am reminded

of the words of my dear friend Ira Glasser, former director of

the American Civil Liberties lJnion, when he was asked how

long it will take for us ro see meaningful drug policy reform. Ira

responded, "The fight for justice is not a sprint ' ' ' it's a mara-
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thon relay race. You can,t see where the track ends. you can just
take the baton and run as hard as you can and as fast as you can
and as far as you can. . . ."

Ira's comments also remind us that reeducation of the pub-
li-c-about drugs will take a ream effort.'For one, scientists who
study illegal drugs can be extremely helpful in this process.
But you should also know that scienrisrs are not all equal in
their ability to think critically and rationaily about ir.rgr.
For example, a researcher who studies the neurotoxic effects
(causing damage to brain cells) of MDMA in rodents is not
necessarily the best person ro educare the public about that
drug's effects on people. In their experiments, these research-
ers typically inject very large amounts of the drug several times
a day, for consecutive days. In many experiments, the animal
is given as much as ten times the amount of drug that a human
would rake. So it wouldn'r be surprising that MDMA, given
in these large doses, can cause damage to brain cells. \trhat
is surprising, however, is that some scientists, on the basis of

- 
these resuhs, communicate dire warnings ro the public that
MDMA should not be used even once because it causes brain
damage. rVith reammates like this, you don,r need opponenrs.
I assure you that if you administered similar .*..rri.,r.ly l"rg"
alcohol or nicotine doses to animals, you would obserrre simi_
lar or even more toxic effects. But these findings are probably
not relevant to human drug use because we take considerably
smaller amounts of drug.

Given the vast amount of conflicdng information, I recog_
nize that it can be difficult trying to determine who is a credibie
drug experr. In your amempr ro evaluare the drug information
presented, it mighr be helpful to ask a few simple questions: (l)
How much drug was given to the animals and is it similar to
amounrs used bypeople? (2) Vas the drug injected or swallowed
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I

ro tease apart the effects of a particular drug from those of non-
drug influences. Yet, in some public education campaigns carried
out by police offi."rr, the disturbing behaviors are uncritically
attributed ro certain illegal drug effects. This is an important
vehicle through which drug-relared myths are perpetuated. The
point is that law enforcement officials are nor qualified ro serve .
as drug education experrs simply because they make arresrs thar' 
may involve drugs.

Both the scienrists who study roxicity in animals and the
police who arresr users and sellers often have a limired view
of the complexity of the ideas I have presented to you. No one
whose professional experience focuses only on one aspect of
illicit drug use can be considered a real experr in the sense of
being able to imagine all rhe inrended and unintended conse-
quences of continuing our current policy of treating illicit drug
use primarily as a criminal issue.

The media, too, is another major source of drug misinforma- ,
tion. Throughout this book I have provided multiple examples of
how the media has generally fanned the flames of drug hysteria.
It seems as though there's a "new deadly drug,, nearly every year.
And invariably some police officer or politician is interviewed,
warning parenrs about the dangers this drug poses ro their chil-
dren. (Of course, neither cop nor elected official should be the
professional educating the public about the potential effects of
drugs.) Usually, after the hysteria has subsided, we discover rhar
the drug in question wasn't as dangerous as we were initially
told. In fact, it wasn't even new. But by then the new laws have
been passed and they require stiff penalties for possession and
distribution of the so-called new, dangerous drug..I am nor opri- ,

mistic that the media will change its reporring on drugs anytime
soon. Drug stories are just too sexy, and sex sells everything-from 

newspapers to documentary films.
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and do people use the drug in this way?'(3) Vere the animals

first given smaller amounts of the drug to allow the development

of tolerance, which Prevents many toxic effects, or were naive

animals just given larger amounrs initially? (4) \(ere the animals

housed in isolation o1 in groups? All of these factors potentially

influence drug effects on the brain and behavior. You should be

skeptical when "experts" attempr to extrapolate data collected

irr l"bor"tory animals to humans without appropriate consider-

ation of these critical factors.

'Law enforcement is another profession that is frequently

called upon to educate the public about drugs' Few efforts have

had a more harmful effect on public education and health. In

g.rr.r"l, police officers are trained to apprehend criminals and

p..rr"rr, and detect crime, in the service of maintaining public

ord... They don't receive training in pharmacology, nor do they

receive any in psychology or any other behavioral science' As I

have consistently pointed out within these pages' the effects of

drugs on human behavior and physiology are determined by a

complex interaction between the individual drug user and her or

his environment. \Tithout the appropriate training it's extremely

difficulr to draw conclusions about how a particular drug might

have influenced someone's behavior.

It's true that cops make numerous drug arrests, but it would

be a mistake to assume that they become knowledgeable about

the effects of drugs as a result' Being pursued or arrested by

the police is an aberrant situation. This, in itself, even without

any drugs, can cause heightened suspicion, anxiety, fear, and

rhe fight-or-flighr response in the suspect. consider also that

some people who are arrested for drugs have preexisting Psy-

chiatric disorders, while others may be intoxicated from using

multiple drugs, including alcohol. \il/hen all of these complexi-

des are added to an already abnormal setting, it is often difficult
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Nonetheless, you should know that scientists have studied

nearly all of the popular recreational drugs in people' We have

learned a Ereatdeal abour the condirions under which either pos-

itive or negative effects are more likely to occur. unfortunately,

this knowledge is rarely disseminated to the public, primarily

because of the irrational belief that it might lead one to enBage

in drug use. In light of the fact that there ate already more than

20 million Americans who use illegal drugs regularly, it seems

that a rational approach-one rhar aims to reduce drug-related

h"r-r-*ould be to share what we've learned with drug users

and those in positions to help keep them safe' Otherwise, it

seems that we do society a major disservice.

If more people were aware ofla few simple facts trhat we've

learned, this would substantially enhance public health and

safety. First; inexperienced drug users should be discouraged

from taking drugs in the manner in which experienced users do'

Experienced users tend to take drugs in ways that get them to

the brain quickln that is, by smoking or inrravenous injection.

Because smoking and shooting drugs intravenously produce

more potent effects, the likelihood of harmful consequences is

increased with these methods. Alternatively, taking a drug by

mouth is usually safer than other ways of consuming drugs for

two reasons: (1) the stomach can be pumped in case of an over-

dose, which isn't possible with smoked or injection overdosesl

and (2) some of the drug will be broken down before reaching

the brain, resulting in fewer drug effects'

Second,'healthy sleep habits should be stressed for all drug

users because prolonged sleep loss can cause deterioration

of mental functioning. In severe cases' even without drugs,

hallucinations and paranoia may also occur' Because amphet-

amines and cocaine reliably reduce fatigue and offset perfor-

mance decrements, some may repeatedly take these drugs to
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lessen problems associated with sleep loss. This is a less than
ideal approach. one of the most consistent effects of stimulants
is the disruption of sleep, which means that repeated use can
exacerbate problems related to sleep loss. Given the vital role
that sleep plays in healthy functioning, regular users of stimu-
lants should be mindful of their sleep durations and avoid drug
use near bedtime.

rinallS certain drug combinations should be avoided because
they increise the risk of overdose. The heroin-alcohol combi-
nation and oxycodone-diazepam combinarion are rv/o popu_
lar examples. \fhile it is theoretically possible to die from an
overdose of any of rhese drugs alone, in practical terms this is
extremely rare. But each year there are several thousand deaths
in the united States in which the use of these combinations is
mentioned. In virrually every overdose death involving an opi_
oid, for example, some other substance is present. Most of the
time it is alcohol. one should always rake care when combining
3wo drugs or any drug with alcohol.

"Thank you for your time and thoughtful questions and
comments," I said to the secret-science clubbers as I prepared to
exit the stage. Bur before I could leave, dozens of people lined up
and huddled around me. Some had pressing follow-up quesrions,
while others wanted ro share their stories, seek advice, or just
say thanks. It was reminiscent of a time when I used to watch my
DJ mentor and brother-in-law, Richard "Silky Slim,,, skillfully
convey to each person that his or her opinion mattered. Unfor_
tunarely, Silk didnt go on ro become the well-known enterrainer
that we all thought he would. Instead he was convicted of a drug
charge and served more than a decade in federal prison.

Since his release, he and I have spoken at greatlength about
his experiences with the justice sysrem and rhe unfairness of our
current drug policies. To be honesr, his story is one that provides
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